We consider the concept of a local set of inference rules. A local rule set can be automatically transformed into a rule set for which bottom-up evaluation terminates in polynomial time. The local-rule-set transformation gives polynomial-time evaluation strategies for a large variety of rule sets that cannot be given terminating evaluation strategies by any other known automatic technique. This article discusses three new results. First, it is shown that every polynomial-time predicate can be defined by an (unstratified) local rule set. Second, a new machine-recognizable subclass of the local rule sets is identified. Finally, we show that locality, as a property of rule sets, is undecidable in general.
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Deductive databases provide a second motivation for studying tractable inference relations. A deductive database is designed to answer queries using simple inference rules as well as a set of declared data base facts. The inference rules in a deductive database typically define a tractable inference relationthese inference rules are usually of a special form known as a datalog program. A datalog program is a set of first-order Horn clauses that do not contain function symbols. Any datalog program defines a tractable inference relation [Ullman 1988 [Ullman , 1989 ]. There has been interest in generalizing the inference rules used in deductive databases beyond the special case of datalog programs. In the general case, where function symbols are allowed in Horn clause inference rules, a set of inference rules can be viewed as a Prolog program. Considerable work has been done on "bottom-up" evaluation strategies for these programs and source-to-source transformations that make such bottom-up evaluation strategies more efficient [Naughton and Ramakrishnan 1991; Bry 1990 ]. The work presented here on local inference relations can be viewed as an extension of these optimization techniques. For example, locality testing provides an automatic source-to-source transformation on the inference rules for equality (symmetry, reflexivity, transitive, and substitution) that allows them to be completely evaluated in a bottom-up fashion in cubic time. We do not know of any other automatic transformation on inference rules that provides a terminating evaluation strategy for this rule set.
Tractable rule sets also play an important role in type-inference systems for computer programming languages [Talpin and Jouvelot 1992; Jouvelot and Gifford 1991] . Although we have not yet investigated connections between the notion of locality used here and known results on tractability for type inference systems, this seems like a fruitful area for future research. From a practical perspective, it seems possible that general-purpose bottom-up evaluation strategies for inference rules can be applied to inference rules for type-inference systems. From a theoretical perspective, we show below that any polynomialtime predicate can be defined by a local set of inference rules and that many type-inference systems give polynomial-time decidable typability.
A fourth motivation for the study of tractable inference relations is the role that such relations can play in improving the efficiency of search. Many practical search algorithms use some form of incomplete inference to prune nodes in the search tree [Knuth 1975; Mackworth 1977; Pearl and Korf 1987] . Incomplete inference also plays an important role in pruning search in constraint logic programming [Jaffar and Lassez 1987; van Hentenryck 1989; McAllester and Siskind 1991] . Tractable inference relations can also be used to define a notion of "obvious inference" which can then be used in "Socratic" proof verification systems which require proofs to be reduced to obvious steps [McAllester 1989; Givan et al. 1991 ].
As mentioned above, inference rules are syntactically similar to first-order Horn clauses. In fact, most inference rules can be naturally syntactically expressed 1 by a Horn clause in sorted first-order logic. If R is a set of Horn clauses, is a set of ground atomic formulas, and is a ground atomic formula, then we write
if in first-order logic. We write R rather than |= R because we think of R as a set of syntactic inference rules and R as the inference relation generated by those rules. Throughout this article, we use the term, rule set, as a synonym for "finite set of Horn clauses". We give nontrivial conditions on R that ensure that the inference relation R is polynomial-time decidable.
As noted above, a rule set R that does not contain any function symbols is called a datalog program. It is well known that the inference relation defined by a datalog program is polynomial-time decidable. Vardi and Immerman independently proved, in essence, that datalog programs provide a characterization of the complexity class P -any polynomial time predicate on finite databases can be written as a datalog program provided that one is given a successor relation that defines a total order on the domain elements [Vardi 1982; Immerman 1986; Papadimitriou 1985; Hella et al. 1997; Immerman 1999] .
Although datalog programs provide an interesting class of polynomial-time inference relations, the class of tractable rule sets is much larger than the class of datalog programs. First, one can generalize the concept of a datalog program to the concept of a superficial rule set. We call a set of Horn clauses superficial if any term that appears in the conclusion of a clause also appears in some premise of that clause. A superficial rule set has the property that forward-chaining inference does not introduce new terms. We show in this article that superficial rule sets provide a different characterization of the complexity class P . While datalog programs can encode any polynomial-time predicate on ordered finite databases, superficial rule sets can encode any polynomial-time predicate on ground first-order terms. LetQ be a predicate on ground first-order terms constructed from a finite signature. We define the DAG size of a first-order term t to be the number of distinct terms that appear as subexpressions of t. 2 It is possible to show that ifQ can be computed in polynomial time in the sum of the DAG size of its arguments thenQ can be represented by a superficial rule set. More specifically, we prove below that for any such predicateQ on k ground first-order terms there exists a superficial rule set R such thatQ(t 1 , . . . , t k ) if and only if INPUT(t 1 , . . . , t k ) R ACCEPT where INPUT is a predicate symbol and ACCEPT is a distinguished proposition symbol. Our characterization of the complexity class P in terms of superficial rule sets differs from the previous characterization of P in terms of datalog programs in two ways. First, the result is stated in terms of predicates on ground terms rather than predicates 1 Any RE inference relation can in principle be defined by first-order Horn clauses but expressing inference rules involving implicit substitution or higher order matching can be somewhat awkward. 2 The DAG size of a term is the size of the Directed Acyclic Graph representation of the term.
• R. Givan and D. McAllester on databases. Second, unlike the datalog characterization, no separate total order on domain elements is required.
Superficial rule sets are a special case of the more general class of local rule sets [McAllester 1993] . A set R of Horn clauses is local if whenever r there exists a proof of from such that every term in the proof is mentioned in or . If R is local then R is polynomial-time decidable. All superficial rule sets are local but many local rule sets are not superficial. The set of the four inference rules for equality is local but not superficial. The local inference relations provide a third characterization of the complexity class P . LetQ be a predicate on ground first-order terms constructed from a finite signature. IfQ can be computed in polynomial time in the sum of the DAG size of its arguments then there exists a local rule set R such that for any ground terms t 1 , . . . , t k we have that Q(t 1 , . . . , t k ) if and only if R Q(t 1 , . . . , t k ) where Q is a predicate symbol rep-resentingQ. Note that no superficial rule set can have this property because forward-chaining inference from a superficial rule set can not introduce new terms. We find the characterization of polynomial-time predicates in terms of local rule sets to be particularly pleasing because as just described it yields a direct mapping from semantic predicates to predicates used in the inference rules.
Unlike superficiality, locality can be difficult to recognize. The set of four inference rules for equality is local but the proof of this fact is nontrivial. Useful machine-recognizable subclasses of local rule sets have been identified by McAllester [1993] and Ganzinger [1996, 2001] (the former subclass being semi-decidable and the latter subclass being decidable). Even when only semi-decidable, the resulting procedures mechnically demonstrate the tractability of many natural rule sets of interest, such as the inference rules for equality. Here we introduce a third semidecidable subclass that contains a variety of natural rule sets not contained in either of these earlier classes. We briefly describe the two earlier classes and give examples of rules sets included in our new class that are not included in the earlier classes.
Basin and Ganzinger identify the class of rule sets that are saturated with respect to all orderings compatible with the subterm ordering. The notion of saturation is derived from ordered resolution. We refer to these rule sets simply as "saturated." Saturation with respect to the class of subterm-compatible orders turns out to be a decidable property of rule sets. Membership in the McAllester [1993] class or the new class identified here is only semidecidable-a rule set is in these classes if there exists a proof of locality of a certain restricted form (a different form for each of the two classes).
Basin and Ganzinger identify the subclass of local rule sets that are saturated with respect to all orderings compatible with the subterm ordering. The approach taken by Basin and Ganzinger is different from the approach taken here, with each approach having its own advantages. A primary advantage of the saturation approach is its relationship with well-known methods for firstorder term rewriting and theorem proving-saturation can be viewed as a form of ordered resolution. A second advantage is that saturation with respect to the class of orders compatible with the subterm ordering is decidable while the subclass of local rule sets given here is only semi-decidable. A third advantage of saturation is that it generalizes the notion of locality to term orders other than the subterm order. Both approaches support "completion"-the process of extending a rule set by adding derived rules so that the resulting larger rule set is in the desired subclass of local rule sets. For the procedures described here and in McAllester [1993] one simply converts each counterexample to locality into a new derived inference rule. The primary advantage of the approach described in this paper over the saturation approach is the method described here often yields smaller more efficient rule sets. As an example, consider the following rules.
These rules are local and this rule set is in both McAllester's class and the new class introduced here. But they are not saturated. Saturation adds (at least) the following rules.
A decision procedure based on the larger saturated set would still run in O(n 3 ) time, but the added rules significantly impact the constant factors and this is an important issue in practice.
The semi-decidable subclass of local rule sets introduced in McAllester [1993] is called the bounded-local rule sets. This subclass is defined carefully in the body of this article for further comparison to the new subclass introduced here. The set of the four basic rules for equality is bounded-local. As another example of a bounded-local rule set we give the following rules for reasoning about a monotone operator from sets to sets. Let R f be the following set of inference rules for a monotone operator.
There is a simple source-to-source transformation on any local rule set that converts the rule set to a superficial rule set without changing the relation described. For example, consider the above rules for a monotone operator. We can transform these rules so that they can only derive information about terms explicitly mentioned in the query. To do this, we introduce another predicate symbol M (with the intuitive meaning "mentioned"). Let R f be the following transformed version of R f . Givan and D. McAllester Note that R f is superficial and hence bottom-up (forward-chaining) evaluation must terminate in polynomial time. 3 Then, to determine if
An analogous transformation applies to any local rule set.
A variety of other bounded-local rule sets are given [McAllester 1993] . As an example of a rule set that is local but not bounded local, we give the following rules for reasoning about a lattice.
x
These rules remain local when the above monotonicity rule is added. With or without the monotonicity rule, the rule set is not bounded-local.
In this article, we construct another useful semi-decidable subclass of the local rule sets which we call inductively-local rule sets. All of the bounded-local rule sets given in McAllester [1993] are also inductively-local. The procedure for recognizing inductively-local rule sets has been implemented and has been used to determine that the above rule set is inductively-local. Hence, the inference relation defined by the rules in (5) is polynomial-time decidable. Since these rules are complete for lattices this result implies that validity for latticetheoretic Horn clauses is polynomial-time decidable.
We believe that there are bounded-local rule sets that are not inductivelylocal, although we do not present one here. We have not found any natural examples of local rule sets that fail to be inductively-local. Inductively local rule sets provide a variety of mechanically recognizable polynomial-time inference relations. Throughout this article, when we claim that a ruleset is either bounded-local or inductively-local, that fact has been demonstrated mechanically using our techniques.
In this article, we also settle an open question from the previous analysis in [McAllester 1993 ] and show that locality as a general property of rule sets is undecidable. Hence, the optimization of logic programs based on the recognition of locality is necessarily a somewhat heuristic process.
BASIC TERMINOLOGY
In this section, we give more precise definitions of the concepts discussed in the introduction.
Definition 1. A Horn clause is a first order formula of the form 1 ∧ · · · ∧ n ⇒ where and the i are atomic formulas. For any set of Horn clauses R, any finite set of ground atoms, and any ground atomic formula , we write
in first-order logic where U (R) is the set of universal closures of Horn clauses in R.
There are a variety of inference relations defined in this article. For any inference relation and sets of ground formulas and , we write if for each in . The inference relation R can be given a more direct syntactic characterization. This syntactic characterization is more useful in determining locality. In the following definitions and lemma, is a set of ground atomic formulas, and is a single ground atomic formula.
Definition 2. A derivation of from using rule set R is a sequence of ground atomic formulas 1 , 2 , . . . , n such that n is and for each i there exists a Horn clause 1 ∧ · · · ∧ k ⇒ in R and a ground substitution σ such that σ [ ] is i and each formula of the form σ [ i ] is either a member of or a formula appearing in earlier than i in the derivation.
LEMMA 1.
R if and only if there exists a derivation of from using the rule set R.
The following restricted inference relation plays an important role in the analysis of locality.
Definition 3. We write » R if there exists a derivation of from such that every term appearing in the derivation appears as a subexpression of or as a subexpression of some formula in .
LEMMA 2 (TRACTABILITY LEMMA) [MCALLESTER 1993 ]. For any finite rule set R, the inference relation » R is polynomial-time decidable.
PROOF. Let n be the number of terms that appear as subexpressions of or of a formula in . If Q is a predicate-symbol of k arguments that appears in the inference rules R, then there are at most n k formulas of the form Q(s 1 , . . . , s k ) such that » R Q(s 1 , . . . , s k ). Since R is finite there is some maximum arity k over all the predicate symbols that appear in R. The total number of ground atomic formulas that can be derived under the restrictions in the definition of » R is then of order n k . Given a particular set of derived ground atomic formulas, one can determine whether any additional ground atomic formula can be derived by checking whether each rule in R has an instance whose premises are all in the currently derived formulas-for a rule with k variables, there are only n k instances to check, and each instance can be checked in polynomial time. Thus, one can extend the set of derived formulas by checking polynomially many instances, each in polynomial time; and the set of derived formulas can only be extended at most polynomially many times. The lemma then follows. Clearly, if R is local then R is polynomial-time decidable.
CHARACTERIZING P WITH SUPERFICIAL RULES
In this section, we consider predicates on first-order terms that are computable in polynomial time. The results stated require a somewhat careful definition of a polynomial-time predicate on first-order terms.
Definition 5. A polynomial-time predicate on terms is a predicateQ on one or more first-order terms that can be computed in polynomial time in the sum of the DAG sizes of its arguments. Definition 6. A rule set is superficial if any term that appears in the conclusion of a rule also appears in some premise of that rule.
THEOREM 1 (SUPERFICIAL RULE SET REPRESENTATION THEOREM). IfQ is a polynomial-time predicate on k first-order terms of a fixed finite signature, then there exists a superficial rule set R such that for any first-order terms t 1 , . . . , t n from this signature, we have thatQ is true on arguments t 1 , . . . , t k if and only if INPUT(t 1 , . . . , t k ) R ACCEPT.
As an example consider the "Acyclic" predicate on directed graphs-the predicate that is true of a directed graph if and only if that graph has no cycles. It is well known that acyclicity is a polynomial-time property of directed graphs. This property has a simple definition using superficial rules with one level of stratification-if a graph is not cyclic then it is acyclic. The above theorem implies that the acyclicity predicate can be defined by superficial rules without any stratification. The unstratified rule set for acyclicity is somewhat complex and rather than give it here we give a proof of the above general theorem. The proof is rather technical, and casual readers are advised to skip to the next section.
PROOF (THEOREM 1). We only consider predicates of one argument. The proof for predicates of higher arity is similar. LetQ be a one argument polynomialtime computable predicate on terms, that is, a predicate on terms such that one can determine in polynomial time in the DAG size of a term t whether or notQ(t) holds. Our general approach is to construct a database from t such that the propertyQ of terms can be viewed as a polynomial-time computable property of the database (since the term t can be extracted from the database and thenQ(t) computed). We can then get a datalog program for computing this property of the database, given a total ordering of the database individuals, using the results of Immerman and Vardi [Immerman 1986; Vardi 1982] . The proof finishes by showing how superficial rules can be given that construct the required database from t and the required ordering of the database individuals. The desired superficial rule set is then the combination of the datalog program and the added rules for constructing the database and the ordering. We now argue this approach in more detail.
We first describe the database t that will represent the term t. For each subterm s of t, we introduce a database individual c s , that is, a new constant symbol unique to the term s. We have assumed that the predicateQ is defined on terms constructed from a fixed finite signature, that is, a fixed finite set of constant and function symbols. We consider constants to be functions of no arguments. For each function symbol f of n arguments in this finite signature we introduce a database relation P f of n + 1 arguments, that is, P f is a n + 1ary predicate symbol. Now, for any term t, we define t to be the set of ground formulas of the form P f (c f (S 1 , ..., Sn) , c S 1 ,..., c S n ) where f (s 1 , . . . , s n ) is a subterm of t (possibly equal to t). The set t should be viewed as a database with individuals c s and relations P f . Let t be a set of formulas of the form S(c s , c u ) where s and u are subterms of t such that S represents a successor relation on the individuals of t , that is, there exists a bijection ρ from the individuals of t to consecutive integers such that S(s, u) is in t if and only if ρ(u) = ρ(s) + 1. The results of Immerman and Vardi [Immerman 1986; Vardi 1982] implies that, for any polynomial-time property P of ordered databases, there exists a datalog program R such that, for all databases D, we have P(D) if and only if D R ACCEPT. Since the term t can be easily recovered from the set t ,Q can be viewed as a polynomial-time property of t , and so there must exist a datalog program R such that t ∪ t R ACCEPT if and only ifQ(t). We can assume without loss of generality that no rule in R can derive new formulas involving the database predicates P f . If R has such rules, they can be eliminated by introducing duplicate predicates P f , adding rules that copy P f facts to P f facts, and then replacing P f by P f in all the rules.
We now add to the rule set R superficial rules that construct the formulas needed in t and t -these rules use a number of "auxiliary" relation symbols in their computations; we assume the names of these relation symbols are chosen after the choice of R so that there are no occurrences of these relation symbols in R. First, we define a "mentioned" predicate M such that M(s) is provable if and only if s is a subterm of t
The second rule is a schema for all rules of this form where f is one of the finite number of function symbols in the signature and x i is one of the variables x 1 , . . . , x n . Now we give rules (again via a schema) that construct a version of the formula set t where we use the subterms themselves instead of the corresponding constants
Now we write a collection of rules to construct the formula set t , where we again use the terms themselves rather than corresponding constants. These rules define a successor relation on the subterms of t. The basic idea is to enumerate the subterms of t by doing a depth-first tree traversal starting at the root of t and ignorning terms that have been encountered earlier. This tree • R. Givan and D. McAllester traversal is done below in rule sets (11) and (12), but these rule sets rely on various "utility predicates" that we must first define.
We start by defining a simple subterm predicate Su such that Su(u, v) is provable if u and v are subterms of t such that u is a subterm of v. The second rule is again a schema for all rules of this form within the finite signature
We also need the negation of the subterm predicate, which we will call NI for "not in". To define this predicate, we first need to define a "not equal" predicate NE such that NE(u, v) is provable if and only if u and v are distinct subterms of the input t
Instances of the first rule schema must have f and g distinct function symbols and in the second rule schema x i and y i occur at the same argument position and all other arguments to f are the same in both terms. Now we can define the "not in" predicate NI such that NI(s, u) if s is not a subterm of u. We only give the rules for constants and functions of two arguments. The rules for functions of other numbers of arguments are similar. Instances of the first rule schema must have c a constant symbol f (x, y) ). Now, for any subterm s of the input, we simultaneously define a three-place "walk" relation W(s, u, w) and a binary "last" relation L(s, u). W(s, u, w) will be provable if s and u are subterms of w and u is the successor of s in a left-toright preorder traversal of the subterms of w with elimination of later duplicates. L(s, u) will be provable if s is the last term of the left-to-right preorder traversal of the subterms of u, again with elimination of later duplicates. In these definitions, we also use the auxiliary three-place relation W (s, u, v) , where W (s, u, f (w, v)) means roughly that s and u are subterms of v such that u comes after s in the preorder traversal of v and every term between s and u in this traversal is a subterm of w. More precisely, W (s, u, v) is inferred if and only if v has the form f (x, y) such that there are occurrences of s and u in the preorder traversal of y (removing duplicates within y) where the occurrence of u is later than the occurrence of s and all terms in between these occurrences in the traversal are subterms of x. Using W and NI together (see two different rules below) enables the construction of a preorder traversal of y with subterms of x removed that can be used to construct a preorder traversal of f (x, y) with duplicates removed.
L( ylast, y), Su( ylast, x), NI( y, x), y) ).
Finally, we define the successor predicate S in terms of W, as follows:
Let R be the datalog program R plus all of the above superficial rules. We now have that t ∪ t R ACCEPT if and only if INPUT(t) R ACCEPT, and the proof is complete.
CHARACTERIZING P WITH LOCAL RULES
Using the theorem of the previous section, one can provide a somewhat different characterization of the complexity class P in terms of local rule sets. Recall from Definition 4 that a rule set R is local if for any set of ground atomic formulas and any single ground atomic formula , we have R if and only if » R . We note that the tractability lemma (Lemma 2) implies immediately that if R is local then R is polynomial-time decidable.
THEOREM 2 (LOCAL RULE SET REPRESENTATION THEOREM). IfQ is a polynomialtime predicate on first-order terms then there exists a local rule set R such that for any first-order terms t 1 , . . . , t k , we have thatQ is true on arguments t 1 , . . . , t k if and only if R Q(t 1 , . . . , t k ) where Q is a predicate symbol representingQ.
Before giving a proof of this theorem, we give a simple example of a local rule set for a polynomial-time problem. Any context-free language can be recognized in cubic time. This fact is easily proven by giving a translation of grammars into local rule sets. We represent a string of symbols using a constant symbol for each symbol and the binary function CONS to construct terms that represent lists of symbols. For each nonterminal symbol A of the grammar, we introduce a predicate symbol P A of two arguments where P A (x, y) will indicate that x and y are strings of symbols and that y is the result of removing a prefix of x that parses as category A. For each grammar production A → c, where c is a terminal symbol, we construct a rule with no premises and the conclusion P A (CONS(c, x) , x). For each grammar production A → BC, we have the following inference rule:
• R. Givan and D. McAllester Finally, we let P be a monadic predicate, which is true of strings generated by the distinguished start nonterminal S of the grammar and add the following rule:
Let R be this set of inference rules. R is a local rule set. To see this, first note that the rules maintain the invariant that, if P A (x, y) is derivable, then y is a subterm of x. From this it is easy to show that any use of any rule in R on derivable premises has the property that every term appearing in an premise (either at the top level or as a subterm of a top-level term) also appears in the conclusion (either at the top level or as a subterm of a top-level term). This implies that a proof of P A (x, y) cannot mention terms other than x and its subterms (which includes y).
The rule set R also has the property that R P (x) if and only if x is a string in the language generated by the given grammar. General methods for analyzing the order of running time of local rule sets can be used to immediately give that these clauses can be run to completion in order n 3 time where n is the length of the input string. 4 We have implemented a compiler for converting local rule sets to efficient inference procedures. This compiler can be used to automatically generate a polynomial-time parser from the above inference rules.
PROOF (THEOREM 2). We now prove the above theorem for local inference relations from the preceding theorem for superficial rule sets. By the superficial rule-set representation theorem, there must exist a superficial rule set R such that for any first order terms t 1 , . . . , t k we have thatQ(t 1 , . . . , t k ) if and only if INPUT(t 1 , . . . , t k ) R ACCEPT where INPUT is a predicate symbol and ACCEPT is a distinguished proposition symbol. Our goal now is to define a local rule set R such that INPUT(t 1 , . . . , t k ) R ACCEPT if and only if R Q(t 1 , . . . , t k ). For each predicate symbol S of m arguments appearing in R, let S be a new predicate symbol of k + m arguments. We define the rule set R to be the rule set containing the following clauses. 1 x 1 , . . . , x k , t 1,1 , . . . , t 1,m 1 ∧ · · · · · · ∧ S n x 1 , . . . , x k , t n,1 , . . . , t n,m n ⇒ S (x 1 , . . . , x k , s 1 , . . . , s j ) where S 1 t 1,1 , . . . , t 1,m 1 ∧ · · · ∧ S n t n,1 , . . . , t n,m n ⇒ S(s 1 , . . . , s j ) is in R.
Given the above definition, we can easily show that R S (t 1 , . . . , t k , s 1 , . . . , s m ) if and only if INPUT(t 1 , . . . , t k ) R S(s 1 , . . . , s m ) . Therefore, it follows that INPUT(t 1 , . . . , t k ) R ACCEPT if and only if R Q(t 1 , . . . , t k ) . It remains only to show that R is local. Suppose that R . We must show that » R .
Let t 1 , . . . , t k be the first k arguments in . If is Q(t 1 , . . . , t k ), then either is in (in which case the result is trivial), or we must also have R ACCEPT  (t 1 , . . . , t k ) so that it suffices to prove the result assuming that is the application of the primed version of a predicate appearing in R. Every derivation based on R involves formulas that all have the same first k arguments-in particular, given that R , we must have that R where is the set of formulas in that have t 1 , . . . , t k as their first k arguments. Let and be the result of replacing each formula S (t 1 , . . . , t k , s 1 , . . . , s m ) by S(s 1 , . . . , s m ) in and , respectively. Since
But since R is superficial, every term in the derivation underlying Input(t 1 , . . . , t k ) ∪ R either appears in some t i or appears in . This implies that every term in the derivation appears in either or , and thus that » R .
ANOTHER CHARACTERIZATION OF LOCALITY
In this section, we give an alternate characterization of locality. This characterization of locality plays an important role in both the definition of bounded-local rule sets given in McAllester [1993] and in the notion of inductively local rule sets given in the next section.
Definition 7. A bounding set is a set Y of ground terms such that every subterm of a member of Y is also a member of Y (i.e., a subterm-closed set of terms).
Definition 8. A ground atomic formula
is called a label formula of a bounding set Y if every term in is a member of Y.
Definition 9. For any bounding set Y, we define the inference relation » R,Y to be such that » R,Y if and only if there exists a derivation of from such that every formula in the derivation is a label formula of the term set Y.
We have that » R if and only if » R,Y , where Y is the set of all terms appearing as subexpressions of or of formulas in . The inference relation » R,Y can be used to give another characterization of locality. Suppose that R is not local. In this case, there must exist some and such that /» R but R . Let Y be the set of terms that appear in and . We must have /» R,Y . However, since R , we must have » R,Y for some finite superset Y of Y. Consider "growing" the bounding set one term at a time, starting with the terms that appear in and .
Definition 10. A one-step extension of a bounding set Y is a ground term α that is not in Y but such that every proper subterm of α is a member of Y.
Definition 11. A feedback event for R consists of a finite set of ground formulas, a ground formula , a bounding set Y containing all terms that appear in and , and a one-step extension α of Y such that » R,Y ∪{α} , but /» R,Y .
By abuse of notation, a feedback event will be written as » R,Y ∪{α} . PROOF. First note that, if R has a feedback event, then R is not local-if » R,Y ∪{α} , then R , but if /» R,Y , then /» R . Conversely suppose that R is not local. In that case, there is some and such that /» R but » R,Y for some finite Y. By considering at least such Y, one can show that a feedback event exists for R.
The concepts of bounded locality, and inductive locality both involve the concept of a feedback event. We can define bounded locality by first defining C R ( , Y) to be the set of formulas such that » R,Y . R is bounded-local if it is local and there exists a natural number k such that whenever » R,Y ∪{α} there exists a k-step or shorter derivation of from C R ( , Y) such that every term in the derivation is a member of Y ∪ {α}. As mentioned above, the set of the four basic inference rules for equality is bounded-local-moreover, there exists a procedure for determining if a given rule set is k-bounded-local for any particular k, and hence there exists a semidecision procedure that can verify locality for any bounded-local rule set [McAllester 1993 ]. This procedure is sufficiently efficient in practice to verify the locality of a large number of boundedlocal rule sets. But not all local rule sets are bounded-local. The next section introduces the intuctively-local rule sets, a new recursively-enumerable subclass of the local rule sets.
INDUCTIVE LOCALITY
To define inductive locality, we first define the notion of a feedback template. A feedback template represents a set of potential feedback events. We also define a backward chaining process that generates feedback templates from a rule set R. We show that, if there exists a feedback event for R, then such an event will be found by this backchaining process. Furthermore, we define an "inductive" termination condition on the backchaining process and show that, if the backchaining process achieves inductive termination, then R is local.
Throughout this section, we let R be a fixed but arbitrary set of Horn clauses. The inference relation » R,Y will be written as » Y with the understanding that R is an implicit parameter of the relation.
We define feedback templates as ground objects-they contain only ground first-order terms and formulas. The process for generating feedback templates is defined as a ground process-it only deals with ground instances of clauses in R. The ground process can be "lifted" using a lifting transformation. Since lifting is largely mechanical for arbitrary ground procedures [McAllester and Siskind 1991] , the lifting operation is only discussed very briefly here.
Definition 12. A feedback template consists of a set of ground atomic formulas , a multiset of ground atomic formulas , a ground atomic formula , a bounding set Y, and a one-step extension α of Y such that and every formula in is a label formula of Y, every formula in is a label formula of Y ∪ {α} that contains α, and such that ∪ » Y ∪{α} .
By abuse of notation, a feedback template will be written as , » Y ∪{α} . is a multiset of ground atomic formulas, each of which is a label formula of Y ∪ {α} containing α, and such that the union of and allow the derivation of relative to the bounding set Y ∪ {α}. A feedback template is a potential feedback event in the sense that an extension of that allows a derivation of the formulas in may result in a feedback event. The requirement that be a multiset is needed for the template-based induction lemma given below. Feedback templates for R can be constructed by backward chaining.
Nondeterministic Procedure for Generating a Template for R
(1) Let 1 ∧ · · · ∧ n ⇒ be a ground instance of a clause in R.
(2) Let α be a term that appears in the clause but does not appear in the conclusion and does not appear as a proper subterm of any other term in the clause.
(3) Let Y be a bounding set that does not contain α but does contain every term in the clause other than α. (4) Let be the set of premises i that do not contain α.
(5) Let be the set of premises i that do contain α. (6) Return the feedback template , » Y ∪{α} .
We let T 0 [R] be the set of all feedback templates that can be derived from R by an application of the above procedure. We leave it to the reader to verify that T 0 [R] is a set of feedback templates. Now consider a feedback template , » Y ∪{α} . A feedback template , » Y ∪{α} is a statement that there exists a proof of local to Y ∪ {α} from the multiset of Y-local premises and the multiset of (Y ∪ {α})-local premises. The following procedure defines a method of constructing a new template by backchaining from some (Y ∪ {α})-local premise of a given template.
Nondeterministic Procedure for Backchaining from , ,Γ » Y ∪{α} Φ
(1) Let be a member of .
(2) Nondeterministically choose a ground instance 1 ∧· · ·∧ n ⇒ of a clause in R that has as its conclusion and such that each i is a label formula of Y ∪ {α}.
(3) Let be plus all premises i that do not contain α. (4) Let be minus plus all premises i that contain α. (5) Return the template , » Y ∪{α} .
Note that there need not be any clauses satisfying the condition in Step (2) of the procedure in which case there are no possible executions and no templates can be generated. In Step (4) of the above procedure, is constructed using multiset operations. For example, if the multiset contains two occurrences of , then " minus " contains one occurrence of . We need to be a multiset in order to guarantee that certain backchaining operations commute in the proof of the induction lemma below-in particular, we use the fact that if a sequence of backchaining operations remove an element of at some point, then there exists a permutation of that sequence of backchaining operations producing the same resulting template, but that removes first.
For any set T of feedback templates, we define B[T ] to be T plus all templates that can be derived from an element of T by an application of the above backchaining procedure. It is important to keep in mind that by definition,
Definition 13. A feedback template is called critical if is empty.
is a feedback event. By abuse of notation, a critical template , ø » Y ∪{α} such that /» Y will itself be called a feedback event. The following lemma provides the motivation for the definition of a feedback template and the backchaining process. PROOF. The reverse direction is trivial. To prove the forward direction, suppose that there exists a feedback event for R. Let » Y ∪{α} be a minimal feedback event for R, that is, a feedback event for R that minimizes the length of the derivation of from under the bounding set Y ∪ {α}. The fact that this feedback event is minimal implies that every formula in the derivation other than contains α. To see this, suppose that is a formula in the derivation other than that does not involve α. We then have » Y ∪{α} and ∪ { } » Y ∪{α} . One of these two must be a feedback event-otherwise we would have » Y . But if one of these is a feedback event, then it involves a smaller derivation than » Y ∪{α} and this contradicts the assumption that » Y ∪{α} is minimal. Since every formula other than in the derivation underlying » Y ∪{α} contains α, the template , ø » Y ∪{α} can be derived by backchaining steps mirroring that derivation.
The above lemma implies that if the rule set is not local then backchaining will uncover a feedback event. However, we are primarily interested in those cases where the rule set is local. If the backchaining process is to establish locality, then we must find a termination condition that guarantees locality. Let T be a set of feedback templates. In practice, T can be taken to be B j [T 0 [R] ] for some finite j . We define a "self-justification" property for sets of feedback templates and prove that if T is self-justifying then there is no n such that B n [T ] contain a feedback event. In defining the self-justification property, we treat each template in T as an independent induction hypothesis. If each template can be "justified" using the set of templates as induction hypotheses, then the set T is self-justifying.
Definition 15. A set of templates T is said to justify a template , » Y ∪{α} if there exists a ∈ such that for each template , » Y ∪{α} generated by one step of backchaining from , » Y ∪{α} by selecting at
Step (1) of the backchaining procedure, we have , » T,Y .
Definition 16. The set T is called self-justifying if every member of T is either critical or justified by T , and T does not contain any feedback events. PROOF. Consider a self-justifying set T of templates. We must show that, for every critical template , ø » Y ∪{α} in B n [T ], we have that » Y . The proof is by induction on n. Consider a critical template , ø » Y ∪{α} in B n [T ] and assume the theorem for all critical templates in B j [T ] for j less than n. The critical template , ø » Y ∪{α} must be derived by backchaining from some template , » Y ∪{α} in T . Note that must be a subset of . If is empty, then equals and » Y because T is self-justifying and thus cannot contain any feedback events. If is not empty, then, since T is self-justifying, we can choose a in such that for each template ,
» Y ∪{α} by a single step of backchaining on we have , » T,Y . We noted above that backchaining operations commute (to ensure this we took to be a multiset rather than a set). By the commutativity of backchaining steps, there exists a backchaining sequence from , » Y ∪{α} to , ø » Y ∪{α} such that the first step in that sequence is a backchaining step on . Let * , * » Y ∪{α} be the template that results from this first backchaining step from , » Y ∪{α} . Note that * is a subset of . We must now have * , * » T,Y . By definition, T must contain templates
such that each i is a subset of * , each i is a subset of * , and * ∪ { 1 , 2 , . . . , k } » Y . Note that each i is a subset of . Since i is a subset of * , there must be a sequence of fewer than n backchaining steps that leads from i , i » Y ∪{α} i to a critical template i , ø » Y ∪{α} i such that i is a subset of . This critical template is a member of B j [T ] for j less than n and so by our induction hypothesis this template cannot be a feedback event; as a consequence, we have i » Y i and thus
The following corollary then follows from Theorem 3 along with Lemmas 3 and 4: COROLLARY 1. If B n [T 0 [R] ] is self-justifying, for some n, then R is local.
• R. Givan and D. McAllester We now come the main definition and theorem of this section.
Definition 17. A rule set R is called inductively-local if there exists some n such that B n [T 0 [R] ] is self-justifying. THEOREM 4. There exists a procedure that, given any finite set R of Horn clauses, will terminate with a feedback event whenever R is not local, terminate with "success" whenever R is inductively-local, and fail to terminate in cases where R is local but not inductively-local.
PROOF. The procedure is derived by lifting the aboveground procedure for computing B n [T 0 [R] ]. Lifting can be formalized as a mechanical operation on arbitrary nondeterministic ground procedures [McAllester and Siskind 1991] . The lifted procedure maintains a set of possibly nonground templates , » Y ∪{α} . Each template must satisfy the conditions that α occurs as a top-level argument in every atom in , α does not occur at all in or , and every term in or Phi occurs in Y. A lifted template represents the set of ground templates that can be derived by applying a subsitution σ to the lifted template. More specifically, for any set of ground terms Y let C(Y) denote Y plus all subterms f of terms in Y. A lifted feedback template , » Y ∪{α} represents the set of all well-formed feedback templates of the form σ ( ), σ ( ) » C(σ (Y ∪ {α})) σ ( ). Note that not all expressions of this form need be well-formed feedback templates, for example, we might have that σ (t) equals σ (α) where t occurs in . However, if σ ( ), σ ( ) » C(σ (Y ∪ {α})) σ ( ) is a well-formed feedback template, then we say it is covered by the lifted template.
To prove Theorem 4, we first show that there exists a finite set of lifted templates such that the set of ground templates covered by this lifted set is exactly T 0 [R]. This is done by lifting the procedure for generating T 0 [R], that is, each step of the procedure can be made to nondeterministically generate a lifted object (an expression possibly containing variables) in such a way that a ground feedback event can be nondeterministically generated by the ground procedure if and only if it is covered by some lifted feedback event that can be nondeterministically generated by the lifted procedure. For example, the first step of the procedure for generating T 0 [R] simply nondeterministically selects one of the (lifted) rules in R.
Step (2) selects a unifiable subset of top-level subterms of the premise of the clause. The most general unifier of this set is then applied to the clause and α is taken to be result of applying that unifier to any one of the selected terms. Steps (3), (4), (5), and (6) are then computed deterministically as specified. Now given a finite set T of lifted templates covering a possibly infinite ground set T , the procedure for generating B[T ] can be modified to generate a finite set of lifted templates that covers exactly B[T ]. The lifted nondeterministic backchaining procedure starts with a lifted feedback template and nondeterministically selects, in Step (2), a rule whose conclusion is unifiable with an atom in . If the unification violates any part of the definition of a feedback event, then the execution fails; for example, the unification might identify α with a subterm of a term in Y, and thus fail. Steps (3) and (4) are preceeded with a step that nondeterministically selects a subset of the top level terms occuring in 1 , . . . , n to identify with α. The most general unifier of these terms and α is then applied to all expressions. Again, if any part of the definition of a feedback template is violated, then the execution fails. Then Steps (3), (4), and (5) are computed as specified. We then get that B n [T 0 [R] ] can be represented by a finite set of lifted templates. Finally, Definition 15 can also be lifted so that we can speak of a lifted template being justified by a finite set of lifted templates. Now we have that R is inductively local if and only if there exists an n such that the finite set of lifted templates representing B n [T 0 [R] ] is self-justifying. For any given n this is decidable and Theorem 4 follows.
We have implemented the resulting lifted procedure and used it to verify the locality of a variety of rule sets, including for instance the rule set given as Eq. (5) above for reasoning about lattices. This procedure is also useful for designing local rule sets-when applied to a nonlocal rule set the procedure returns a feedback event that can often be used to design additional rules that can be added to the rule set to give a local rule set computing the same inference relation.
LOCALITY IS UNDECIDABLE
We prove that locality is undecidable by reducing the Halting problem.
THEOREM 5. The problem of deciding the locality of a rule set R is undecidable.
PROOF. Let M be a specification of a Turing machine. We first show one can mechanically construct a local rule set R with the property that the machine M halts if and only if there exists a term t such that R H(t) where H is a monadic predicate symbol. Turing machine computations can be represented by first-order terms and the formula H(t) intuitively states that t is a term representing a halting computation of M .
To prove this preliminary result, we first construct a superficial rule set S such that M halts if and only if there exists a term t such that INPUT(t) S H(t). The mechanical construction of the superficial rule set S from the Turing machine M is fairly straightforward and is not given here. We convert this superficial rule set S, to a local rule set R as follows. For each predicate symbol Q of m arguments appearing in S, let Q be a new predicate symbol of m + 1 arguments. The rule set R will be constructed so that R Q (t, s 1 , . . . , s m ) if and only if INPUT(t) S Q(t, s 1 , . . . , s m ). We define the rule set R to be the rule set containing the following clauses: ⇒ INPUT (x, x), H (x, x) ⇒ H(x), and each clause of the form Q 1 x, t 1,1 , . . . , t 1,m 1 ∧ . . .
(19) · · · ∧ Q n x, t n,1 , . . . , t n,m n ⇒ W (x, s 1 , . . . , s j ) where Q 1 (t 1,1 , . . . , t 1,m 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Q n (t n,1 , . . . , t n,m n ) ⇒ W (s 1 , . . . , s j ) is in S. By the design of R, we can easily show that R Q (t, s 1 , . . . , term t, as desired. The proof that the rule set R is local closely follows the proof that R is local in the Local Rule Set Representation Theorem proven above (Theorem 2).
We have now constructed a local rule set R with the property that M halts if and only if there exists some term t such that R H(t). Now let R be R plus the single clause H(x) ⇒ HALTS where HALTS is a new proposition symbol. We claim that R is local if and only if M does not halt. First note that, if M halts, then we have both R HALTS and /» R HALTS so R is not local. Conversely, suppose that M does not halt. In this case, we must show that R is local. Suppose that R . We must show that » R . Suppose is some formula other than HALTS. In this case, R is equivalent to R . Since R is local, we must have » R and thus » R . Now suppose is the formula HALTS. If HALTS is a member of , then the result is trivial so we assume that HALTS is not in . Since R , HALTS, we must have R H(c) for some term c. This implies that R H(c) and thus » R H(c) and » R H(c). To show » R HALTS, it now suffices to show that c is mentioned in . By the preceding argument we have » R H(c). Since the rule set R was generated by the construction given above, we have that every inference based on a clause in R is such that every formula in the inference has the same first argument. This implies that » R H(c) where is the set of all formulas in that have c as a first argument. We have assumed that M does not halt, and thus /» R H(c). Hence, must not be empty. Since every formula in mentions c, and is contained in , we can conclude that must mention c-thus since » R H(c), we have » R HALTS.
OPEN PROBLEMS
In closing we note some open problems. There are many known examples of rule sets that are not local and yet the corresponding inference relation is polynomial-time decidable. In all such cases, we have studied there exists a conservative extension of the rule set that is local. We conjecture that for every rule set R such that R is polynomial-time decidable there exists a local conservative extension of R. Our other problems are less precise. Can one find a "natural" rule set that is local but not inductively local? A related question is whether there are useful machine recognizable subclasses of the local rule sets other than the classes bounded-local and inductively-local rule sets?
